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 The film won the Golden Crayon award in the Best Feature Film category at the 40th International Film Festival of India (IFFI) in 2006. The film is in the tradition of Indian family dramas, in which . The film was remade in Telugu as Varsham. Plot The story revolves around a particular family, the Ponnamkavu family and their troubles. The story starts at a point where Samy Joseph, a young man
from Kerala, is working as a school teacher in a village in the state of West Bengal. His supervisor, Kannan, is also from Kerala and also in the same village. On the first day of their academic year, the school teacher, suddenly ill, goes to a hospital. Kannan accompanies him, but he is diagnosed with Cholera. The patient is given antibiotics and released. A few days later, when Kannan’s friend, Puthu

Puthu, his wife, and their children visit him, they are told that Kannan has died. Samy is shocked. He is not only shocked, but also extremely angry at the fact that Kannan had, in fact, died, because he was unaware of the fact. Samy visits the tomb of Kannan, where he meets Kannan’s son, a young man named Hari. Hari is in love with his classmate, Rohini, and is a suspect in the fact that he had been
responsible for the death of his father. Kannan’s wife had also recently been kidnapped. When Samy comes to Kannan’s hometown, he is surprised to find that his friend’s family is indeed in a very bad shape. He also finds out that his friend’s widow and the children are staying with relatives. Hari, who wants to forget all about his misfortune, makes fun of Samy, who is not a typical village boy. Samy
starts working as a school teacher. Meanwhile, at his school, he meets and falls in love with Rohini. He is quite confused about what to do as he does not know if he should take the situation to the head of the village or to her parents. To his surprise, Rohini also does not want to get married. She falls in love with another boy and says that she has given her hand in marriage to him. Hari, who suspects

that Rohini is still in 82157476af
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